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1 IntroductionFuture high speed networks will have to support real-time communication services. A real-timecommunication service will allow clients to transport information with performance guarantees ex-pressed in terms of delay, delay jitter, throughput and loss rate bounds. It has been argued that aconnection-oriented architecture, with explicit resource allocation and connection admission control,is needed to o�er such a real-time service [6]. However, in a packet-switching network, packets fromdi�erent connections will interact with each other at each switch; without proper control, these in-teractions may adversely a�ect the network performance experienced by clients. Service disciplinesof the switching nodes, which control the order in which packets are serviced, determine how packetsfrom di�erent connections interact with each other.The First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) discipline, which is used in most conventional networks,may be capable of providing some performance guarantees, but only under a number of constraintsand with a very ine�cient use of the network's resources [5]. New service disciplines that aim toprovide di�erent qualities of service to di�erent connections have been proposed. In a previousstudy [15], six rate-based service disciplines were compared: Delay Earliest-Due-Date (Delay-EDD)[6], Virtual Clock [16], Fair Queueing [2], Jitter Earliest-Due-Date (Jitter-EDD) [14], Stop-and-Go [7], and Hierarchical Round Robin (HRR) [9]. It has been shown that the three non-work-conserving disciplines1, Jitter-EDD, Stop-and-Go and HRR, exhibit features that are suitable foro�ering guaranteed network performance: they all maintain some sort of tra�c smoothness insidethe network, and therefore the bu�er space they need to prevent packet loss is uniformly distributedover the switches along the path of each connection; they can all provide guaranteed throughputand bounded-delay services; Jitter-EDD and Stop-and-Go can also provide bounded-delay-jitterservice. However, each of them su�ers from some disadvantages. In particular, both Stop-and-Go and HRR use a framing strategy, which introduces dependencies between delay and bandwidthallocation granularity, so that connections with both low delay and low throughput requirementscan not be supported e�ciently. Jitter-EDD needs to implement a sorted priority queue, which hasan O(logN ) insertion operation [11], where N is the number of packets in the queue. This may notbe feasible for a high-speed implementation. Jitter-EDD also requires a complicated schedulabilitytest at connection establishment time [6, 15], which is not needed in Stop-and-Go and HRR.In this paper, we will present a new service discipline called Rate-Controlled Static-Priority(RCSP) queueing that overcomes these limitations. In particular, RCSP� provides delay, delay jitter, throughput and loss-free guarantees;� requires evenly distributed amounts of bu�er space at the switches to prevent packet loss;� introduces no coupling between delay and bandwidth allocation;� is relatively easy to implement, since no sorted priority queue is needed; and� requires relatively simple admission control tests.. In section 2, we review some of the issues that arise when designing service disciplines to provideperformance guarantees. In section 3, we describe the algorithm of the proposed RCSP disciplineand the corresponding admission control conditions. In section 4, the new discipline is comparedwith the previously proposed Jitter-EDD, Stop-and-Go, and HRR disciplines. We show that the keyidea is to separate the functions of rate-control and delay-control; this separation of functions willresult in a class of service disciplines, of which RCSP is an instance. Finally, we give conclusionsand outline future work in section 5.1In a work-conserving discipline, a server is never idle when there is a packet to transmit; in a non-work-conservingdiscipline, each packet is assigned, either explicitly or implicitly, an eligibility time; even when the server is idle, if nopackets are eligible, none will be transmitted [15]. 1



2 BackgroundWe consider the paradigm proposed in [6] for providing guaranteed service to clients in a packetswitching network: before communication starts, the client speci�es its tra�c characteristics andperformance requirements to the network; the client's tra�c and performance parameters are trans-lated into local parameters, and a set of connection admission control conditions are tested at eachswitch; the new connection is accepted only if its admission would not cause the performance guar-antees made to other connections be violated; during data transfers, each switch will service packetsfrom di�erent connections according to a service discipline; by ensuring that the local performancerequirements are met at each switch, the end-to-end performance requirements can be satis�ed.Notice that there are two levels of control in this paradigm: connection admission control at theconnection level, and service discipline at the packet level. A complete solution needs to specifyboth the service discipline and the associated connection admission control conditions.To design a service discipline that guarantees performance, two issues need to be addressed:1. how to control the interactions between di�erent connections in a single switch;2. how to control the interactions between di�erent switches.
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completely reconstructed at each switch so as to o�set the e�ects of network load uctuation andinteraction between switches.A relevant issue here is that of jitter control. In the literature, there are di�erent de�nitionsof jitter. In [9], the term is used to capture the burstiness of the tra�c, and is de�ned to be themaximumnumber of packets in a jitter averaging interval. In [3, 14], the term is used to capture themagnitude of the distortion to the tra�c pattern caused by the network, and is de�ned to be themaximumdi�erence between the delays experienced by any two packets on the same connection. Inthis paper, we call these two quantities rate jitter and delay jitter, respectively. Eliminating delayjitter at each switch along the path will completely reconstruct the tra�c pattern at that switch;thus, if the tra�c obeys the tra�c speci�cation at the entrance to the network, it will obey thespeci�cation throughout the network. Controlling the rate jitter at each switch along the path willonly partially reconstruct the tra�c pattern; the partially reconstructed tra�c pattern will obeythe same tra�c speci�cation as the input tra�c, but some inter-packet spacing information is lost.Notice that, if the tra�c at the entrance to the network has a small rate jitter, controlling delayjitter inside the network will also keep the rate jitter small; however, controlling rate jitter would notautomatically eliminate delay jitter. From the network's point of view, the partial reconstruction oftra�c patterns, or rate-jitter control inside the network, may be enough to o�set the interactionsbetween switches and the network load uctuations; however, for some applications, a delay-jitter-free service is required [3, 4, 14]. If the network does not control delay jitter, applications mayhave to do bu�ering at the destination. For this reason, delay jitter control inside the network maybe preferred; however, this consideration has to be balanced against the relative complexities ofimplementing delay-jitter control vs. rate-jitter control. One interesting observation is that bothrate-jitter controlled and delay-jitter controlled service disciplines are non-work-conserving.In order to o�er performance guarantees, network resources need to be reserved at each switch foreach connection. We consider three types of resources: bu�er space, bandwidth and schedulability.The bu�er space required for a connection to prevent packet loss can be calculated by multiplyingthe maximumpacket arrival rate by the longest residence time of a packet in the switch. To providedeterministic guarantees [3], the overall bandwidth allocated to the connections on any link shouldnot exceed the bandwidth of that link. Schedulability should also be considered. As pointed out in[6], scheduling saturation can occur even if bandwidth is not overbooked. For example, two packetswith delay bounds of 4 time units and service time of 3 time units may arrive at a switch at thesame time. In this situation, it is impossible to meet the delay bounds for both packets. To preventnetwork resources from being overbooked, a set of connection admission control conditions needto be tested before a new connection can be admitted. In general, bu�er condition, bandwidthcondition and schedulability condition need to be tested, as in the case of Jitter-EDD. Framingstrategy used in Stop-and-Go and HRR ensures that scheduling saturation never occur if bandwidthis not overbooked, thus no additional schedulability test is needed in Stop-and-Go and HRR.3 Rate-controlled Static-Priority QueueingIn this section, we will present a new service discipline called Rate-Controlled Static-Priority (RCSP)queueing. A RCSP server consists of two components: a rate-controller and a static priority sched-uler. The rate-controller is responsible for correcting the distortion of tra�c pattern introduced bythe previous switch, and allocating bandwidth to di�erent connections; the scheduler is responsiblefor allocating delays to di�erent connections. The combination of a rate-controller and a staticpriority scheduler decouples the allocation of delay and bandwidth, and also simpli�es admissioncontrol and implementation.In this section, we discuss tra�c characterization, describe the queueing algorithm and thecorresponding admission control policies for RCSP, and �nally, propose an implementation that issuitable for high-speed networks. 3



3.1 Tra�c Speci�cationTo provide performance guarantees, the network needs to allocate resources on a per-connectionbasis. This requires clients to specify their tra�c characteristics. We use the (Xmin; Xave; I; P )tra�c characterization as suggested in [6, 3]. Here Xmin is the minimum packet inter-arrival time,Xave is the average packet inter-arrival time over an averaging interval, I is the length of the interval,and P is the maximum packet size.3.2 AlgorithmIn this section, we will give a conceptual description of the RCSP queueing algorithm, the imple-mentation issues are discussed in Section 3.4.A rate-controlled static-priority server has two components: a rate controller and a static-priorityscheduler. The rate controller shapes the input tra�c from each connection into the desired tra�cpattern by assigning an eligibility time to each packet; the scheduler orders the transmission ofeligible packets from all the connections.
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For a rate-jitter controlling regulator, ET kj , the eligibility time of the kth packet on a connectionthat traverses switch j, is de�ned with reference to the eligibility times of packets arriving earlier atthe switch on the same connection:� ET 1j = AT 1j ,� ET kj = max(ET k�1j +Xmin + �kj , AT kj ), k > 1where Xmin is the minimum packet inter-arrival time for the connection, AT kj is the time the kthpacket on the connection arrived at switch j, and �kj is the minimum number such that averagepacket inter-arrival time in any I period does not exceed Xave. The computation of �kj can be foundin [13].From this de�nition, we can see that ET kj � AT kj always holds, i.e., a packet is never eligible be-fore its arrival. Also, if we consider the sequence of packet eligibility times at switch j, fET kj gk=1;2;:::,it always satis�es the (Xmin; Xave; I) tra�c characterization.For a delay-jitter controlling regulator, ET kj is de�ned with reference to the eligibility time ofthe same packet at the previous switch:� ET k0 = AT k0 ;� ET kj = ET kj�1 + dj�1 + �j�1;j, j > 0,where switch 0 is the source of the connection, dj�1 is the delay bound, or the maximum waitingtime of packets on the same connection at the scheduler of switch j�1, and �j�1;j is the propagationdelay between switch j � 1 and switch j. (We will show in the next section how the waiting time ina scheduler can be bounded.)From the second de�nition, we have:� ET kj � AT kj , i.e., a packet is never eligible before its arrival;� ET k+1j � ET kj = AT k+10 � AT k0 , i.e., the tra�c pattern of the connection at the entrance tothe network is fully reconstructed at the output of the regulator of every switch; if the inputtra�c obeys the tra�c speci�cation at the entrance to the network, it will obey the tra�cspeci�cation at the output of the regulator of each switch.Both types of regulators will enforce the tra�c speci�cation requirement for each connection sothat the tra�c going into the scheduler will always satisfy the tra�c speci�cation.The scheduler consists of a number of prioritized real-time packet queues and a non real-timepacket queue (Figure 1). Packets at priority level 1 have the highest priority. A connection isassigned to a particular priority level at the connection's establishment time; all the packets fromthe connection will be inserted into the real-time packet queue at that priority level.As will be discussed in section 3.3, there is a delay bound associated with each priority level;by limiting the number of connections at each priority level using the admission control conditionsdescribed in 3.3, the waiting time of each packet at a priority level is guaranteed to be less than thedelay bound associated with that level.The scheduler services packets using a non-preemptive static-priority discipline:� when the server chooses the next packet to transmit, the packet at the head of the highest-priority non-empty real-time queue is always chosen;� non real-time packets are transmitted only when there are no real-time packets in the scheduler;the order in which non real-time packets are served is not speci�ed;� the transmission of a lower-priority packet is not preempted by the arrival of a higher-prioritypacket. 5



� packets are always inserted at the end of the corresponding real-time queue, i.e., each real-timequeue is served in FCFS order.The algorithm described above would not provide performance guarantees without connectionadmission control conditions limiting the number of connections at each priority level. In the nextsection, we will describe the admission control conditions for RCSP. We will show that, if theadmission control conditions are satis�ed, by using the RCSP queueing described above, the end-to-end delay, delay jitter, throughput, and loss-free requirements of each admitted connection canbe satis�ed.3.3 Admission Control ConditionsAs described in section 1, two levels of control are needed to provide performance guarantees: servicediscipline at the packet level and connection admission control at the connection level. In this section,we will give the admission control conditions associated with the RCSP queueing discipline.The residence time of a packet in a RCSP switch has two components: the holding time inthe regulator and the waiting time in the scheduler (which includes both the queueing time andthe service time). In the following, we �rst consider the case of a single switch; we show that,under certain admission control conditions, the waiting time of a packet is bounded by a �xeddelay bound. We then examine the case of two switches connected in cascade; we show that if theconnection admission control conditions are satis�ed at both switches, the regulator of the secondswitch might delay a packet only if the packet is ahead of schedule in the �rst switch; the sum of thewaiting time of a packet in the �rst switch and the holding time in the second switch is no greaterthan the delay bound of the �rst switch. From this result, we establish the end-to-end delay anddelay jitter characteristics of a connection, and the bu�er space requirement at each switch.The following theorem gives the conditions to bound the waiting time of packets at each prioritylevel in the scheduler.Theorem 1 Let d1; d2; : : : ; dn (d1 < d2 < � � � < dn) be the delay bounds associated with each of the npriority levels, respectively, in an RCSP switch. Assume that the jth connection among the ik connec-tions traversing the switch at priority level k has the tra�c speci�cation (Xmink;j ; Xavek;j ; Ik;j; Pk;j).Also assume that the link speed is l, and the size of the largest packet that can be transmitted ontothe link is Pmax . If mXk=1 ikXj=1d dmXmink;j ePk;j + Pmax � dml ; (1)the waiting time of an eligible packet at level m is bounded by dm.Instead of giving a formal proof, we provide an intuitive basis for understanding the theorem. Ifinequality (1) holds,Pmk=1Pikj=1d dmXmink;j ePk;j is the maximumnumber of bits from priority levels 1through m that can be transmitted by the scheduler without an idle interval or a lower level packettransmitted. The longest waiting time in the scheduler for a level-m packet corresponds to the casein which a lower-priority packet is being transmitted when the packet arrives at the scheduler, and isfollowed immediately by the longest possible transmission of packets with higher or equal priorities.Since the length of the lower-priority packet is bounded by Pmax, inequality (1) ensures that thelevel-m packet would be transmitted within dm units of time after its arrival even in the worst case.Inequality (1) in Theorem 1 gives the admission control condition for switch k. For each prioritylevel m, a state variable LongestBusyPeriodm is kept and is initialized to be Pmax. When anestablishment request for a new connection with tra�c speci�cation (Xmin, Xave, I, P) comes in,the following tests are performed from priority level 1 to n:LongestBusyPeriodm + d dmXmin eP � dml (2)6



The new connection can be placed into priority level k without jeopardizing the performance guar-antees of other existing connections if only if equality (2) holds for k; k + 1; � � � ; n. Usually, thereare multiple priority levels that the new connection can be placed into. Di�erent connection es-tablishment schemes can be used to choose the priority level for the new connection. One schemeof establishing real-time connection is described in [6], in which a new connection is setup with aone-round trip message: during the forward trip of the establishment message, the new connection isassigned the smallest possible delay bound at each switch to maximize the probability that the newconnection's end-to-end delay bound can be met; during the return trip, the local delay bound ateach switch can be relaxed if it turns out that the o�ered delay bound is tighter than the requestedone. This is a greedy delay allocation policy: although it minimizes the blocking probability of thenew connection, it increases the blocking probability for other connection establishment requestsbefore the delay bound for the �rst connection is relaxed. How to assign the local delay bound, orpriority level, to a new connection request during the forward trip is a policy issue, which deservesfurther research. If we decide to place the new connection in priority level h, state variables need tobe updated accordingly:LongestBusyPeriodm (= LongestBusyPeriodm + d dmXmin eP m = h; � � � ; nThe admission control conditions in theorem 1 avoid both bandwidth and scheduling saturation.The tests have just O(n) steps, where n is the number of priority levels, and are simple enough tobe used in some fast connection establishment scheme [12].Theorem 1 just gives the bounds for the waiting times of packets in the scheduler; the holdingtimes of packets in the regulators have not been taken into account. In the previous section, wehave introduced two types of regulators: the rate-jitter controlling regulator and the delay-jittercontrolling regulator. In the following lemma, we establish the delay characteristics of two switchesconnected in cascade. when each type of regulator is used.Lemma 1 Consider a connection with tra�c speci�cation (Xmin;Xave; I; P ) passing through twoRCSP switches connected in cascade. Assume that the connection is assigned to the priority levelwith delay bound d at the �rst switch. Furthermore, assume that the admission control policy asde�ned in Theorem 1 is satis�ed at both switches. It follows that, for any packet on the connection,� the waiting time in the �rst switch plus the holding time in the second switch � dif a rate-jitter controlling regulator is used in the second switch;� the waiting time at the �rst switch plus the holding time at the second switch = dif a delay-jitter controlling regulator is used at the second switch.The key observation for understanding the lemma is that a packet is held in a regulator onlywhen the packet was transmitted ahead of schedule by the previous switch; the amount of holdingtime in the regulator is never greater than the amount of time the packet is ahead of schedule. Whena rate-jitter controlling regulator is used, the amount of time a packet is to be held is calculatedaccording to the packet spacing requirement, which may be less than the amount of time it wasahead of schedule at the previous switch. When a delay-jitter controlling regulator is used, theamount of holding time is exactly the amount of time the packet was ahead of schedule when it leftthe previous scheduler.The following theorem establish the conditions for bounding end-to-end delay for a connection.Theorem 2 Consider a connection with tra�c speci�cation (Xmin; Xave; I; P ) passing through kswitches connected in cascade where the end-to-end propagation delay is �. Assume that the con-nection is assigned to the priority levels with delay bounds di1 ; : : : ; dik at each switch, respectively.Furthermore, assume that the admission control policy de�ned in Theorem 1 is satis�ed at all theswitches. If the tra�c on the connection obeys the (Xmin; Xave; I; P ) speci�cation at the entranceto the �rst switch, 7



1. the end-to-end delay for any packet on the connection is bounded by Pkj=1 dij +� if rate-jittercontrolling regulators are used;2. the end-to-end delay and delay jitter for any packet are bounded by Pkj=1 dij + � and dikrespectively if delay-jitter controlling regulators are used;3. an amount of bu�er space equal to (d dij�1Xmin e+ d dijXmin e)P is needed at switch j to prevent packetloss(j = 1; : : : ; k; di0 = 0).For the �rst two parts of the theorem, consider the end-to-end delay of one packet in the con-nection, which can be expressed as: kXj=1(hj + wj) + �where hj and wj are the holding and the waiting times at switch j. If we re-arrange the terms, theformula becomes: h1 + k�1Xj=1(wj + hj+1) +wk +�If the tra�c obeys the (Xmin; Xave; I; P ) characterization at the entrance to the �rst switch, thereis no holding time in the �rst regulator, so h1 = 0. Also from Lemma 1, wj + hj+1 = dij holds fora delay-jitter controlling regulator and wj + hj+1 � dij holds for a rate-jitter controlling regulator;furthermore, wk � dik holds in both cases; the correctness of the �rst two parts of the theoremimmediately follows.To understand the third part of the theorem, notice that the longest times a packet can stay inthe regulator and the scheduler of the jth switch are dij�1 and dij , respectively; since the minimumpacket inter-arrival time is Xmin, it follows that the maximumnumbers of packets at the regulatorand the scheduler are d dij�1Xmin e and d dijXmin e, respectively.3.4 ImplementationIn this section, we present one implementation of the RCSP queueing discipline. We believe thatthis implementation is simple enough to run at very high speed.We have shown in Section 3.2 that a RCSP server has two components, a scheduler and arate controller. The scheduler consists of multiple prioritized FCFS queues, and the rate controllerconsists of a set of regulators corresponding to each connection. We implement each real-time packetqueue in the scheduler as a linked list, and the rate controller as a modi�ed version of a calendar queue[1, 13]. Notice that the conceptual decomposition of the rate controller into a set of regulators doesnot imply that there are multiple physical regulators in an implementation; a common mechanismcan be shared by all regulators. Each regulator has two functions: computing the eligibility timesfor incoming packets on the corresponding connection, and holding packets till their eligible times.Eligibility times for packets from di�erent connections are computed using the same formula (eitherthe formula for the rate-jitter controlling regulator, or the formula for the delay-jitter controllingregulator as described in Section 3.2) with di�erent parameters; holding packets is equivalent tomanaging a set of timers; the mechanism for managing timers, which is a calendar queue, can beshared by all regulators.Figure 2 shows the proposed implementation. Each of the real-time queues is implemented as alinked list. The operations performed on a linked list are: deleting the packet at the head (when thenext packet is chosen for transmission) and appending a packet or linked list of packets at the tail(when a packet arrives or the clock ticks; see below).8
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4 Comparison and AnalysisIn this section, we compare the RCSP service discipline with the previously proposed non-work-conserving disciplines: Jitter-EDD, Stop-and-Go, and HRR. The goal of this comparison is to de-termine which of the desired features are provided by each discipline and to identify the linkagebetween mechanisms and features. We investigate the common mechanisms in these disciplines thatcontribute to such desired features as bounded delays, bounded delay jitters, decoupling of delayand bandwidth allocation, evenly distributed bu�er space reservation to prevent packet loss, andeasy implementation in high-speed switches.Desired feature Mechanism HRR SG J-EDD RCSPbounded delay sorted priority queue pstatic multi-level priorities p p pbounded delay jitter reconstruction of tra�cpatterns at each switch p p pdecoupled delay use two components:and bandwidth allocation regulator and scheduler p puniformly shaping tra�c pattern intodistributed bu�er space desired form at each switch p p p pTable 2: Mechanisms vs. Desired Features in Service Disciplines for Real-time CommunicationIn table 2, we can see that each desire feature is implemented by nearly identical mechanism ineach service discipline. The only exception is that Jitter-EDD uses sorted priority queue to allocatedelays, while HRR, Stop-and-Go and RCSP use static multi-level priorities. Sorted priority queueallows the maximumexibility in allocating delays: there is a continuous spectrum of priorities thatcan be o�ered to connections; however, it may be di�cult to implement sorted priority queues athigh speed; also, a complicated schedulability test is required at connection establishment time. Astatic multi-level priority scheme is not as exible as a sorted priority queue, in the sense that it canonly allocate a �xed number of priorities to connections; however, it has the advantages of simplicityin admission control tests and in implementation; also, in practice, it is usually su�cient to o�er a�xed number of priorities to di�erent connections.HRR and Stop-and-Go use multi-level framing to perform both delay control and rate control;this introduces dependencies between delay and bandwidth allocation. The separation of rate controland delay control in Jitter-EDD and RCSP eliminates such dependencies. The regulator does notonly allocate bandwidth, but also isolates the interactions between adjacent switches, and controlsjitter. The scheduler is responsible for servicing packets with di�erent priorities to meet a variety ofdelay requirements. Following this separation and having di�erent combinations of regulators andschedulers will result in a class of service disciplines as shown in Figure 3.The combination of rate-jitter controlling regulators or delay-jitter controlling regulators with astatic priority scheduler is the proposed RCSP discipline; the combination of delay-jitter controllingregulators and an Earliest-Due-Date scheduler is the Jitter-EDD discipline. A service discipline withrate-jitter controlling regulators or delay-jitter controlling regulators and a FCFS scheduler has beenproposed in [13] for its simplicity; however, it may not be able to provide di�erent delay bounds todi�erent connections.Controlling tra�c pattern distortions inside the network is used in four disciplines to achieve e�-cient bu�er allocation. From the network's point of view, rate-jitter control or partial reconstructionof tra�c patterns inside the network is su�cient to control the interaction between switches and thenetwork load uctuations. However, delay-jitter control may be preferred in the cases when a delayjitter bounded service is desired [3, 4, 14]. The important consideration here regards the relative10
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Figure 3: Servers consist of Regulator and Schedulercomplexities of implementing delay-jitter control vs. rate-jitter control. In the two framing-basedsolutions, Stop-and-Go needs to synchronize between input links and output links at each switchin order to achieve delay-jitter control; HRR does not have this synchronization, and thus can notbound delay-jitter in its current form; however, it is possible to modify HRR to implement Stop-and-Go queueing by framing and synchronizing input and output links [10]. For a service discipline witha rate controller, like Jitter-EDD and RCSP, a calendar queue mechanism can be used to implementboth the rate-jitter controlling and the delay-jitter controlling regulators. In this case, the onlydi�erence between a delay-jitter controlling regulator and a rate-jitter controlling regulator is thecomputation of the eligibility time. A delay-jitter controlling regulator needs one more quantity tocompute the eligibility time of a packet than a rate-jitter controlling regulator: \the amount of timethe packet was ahead of schedule in the previous switch". This quantity can be calculated in theprevious switch and stamped into the packet header as proposed in [14]. However, this incurs theoverhead of timestamping and transmission of the timestamp. This overhead may be very signi�cantin an ATM network, where the cell size is just 53 bytes; however, it may not be a big problem ina fast packet networks where packet size is in the order of kilobytes. So, for an ATM network, arate-jitter controlling mechanismmay be more cost e�ective; for a fast packet network, a delay-jittercontrolling mechanism can provide an almost \free" delay-jitter-bounded service.5 Conclusions and Future WorkWe have proposed a new service discipline, called the Rate-Controlled Static-Priority (RCSP)queueing discipline, that can provide throughput, delay, delay jitter, and loss free guarantees ina connection-oriented packet-switching network. We have given the corresponding admission con-trol conditions, and proposed an implementation that is suitable for high-speed networks. RCSPachieves exibility in the allocation of delay and bandwidth as well as simplicity of admission controland implementation. The key idea is to separate rate-control and delay-control functions in the de-sign of the server. By having di�erent combinations of rate controllers and schedulers, we get a classof service disciplines, of which RCSP and the previously proposed Jitter-EDD are two instances.There are still several important issues left to be investigated, some of which are the following:� Unlike Jitter-EDD, which can o�er a continuous spectrum of delay bounds, RCSP can onlyo�er a �xed number of delay bounds. The tradeo�s in choosing the number of priority levelsand the delay bound associated with each priority level are not fully understood and need tobe studied further.� The proposed implementationuses a calendar queue mechanismto implement the rate-controller.11
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